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version I have never had
to defend myself from

one of my own so well!!
Almost psychotic mad

skill of a fighter!! Another
great session, and an
even greater battle.
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Today's session was
spent with Rogue (who is
infact, my friend..). He is
starting to get the hang

of his RPG character, and
is doing a good job.

However, that does not
mean that he will stop

drinking.. After drinking a
bottle and a half of
Vodka, he was still

capable of winning, but
there was a lot of the old
BOP (talk of permanent
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ban) going on...I fear this
may be the beginning of
the end. After using the

MegaBots app, I was able
to set things up a bit
better. However, he

happened to be fighting
one of the many friend I
keep,who is incredibly
good, so in the end he

got smacked. The game
was won by the players
in RvBIS, but the fight

was epic as far as a few
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battles in RvBIS go. The
original plan was to use

MegaBots and free up my
bedroom so that I can

have a 3rd 1/2 bed and
have the other two

empty. I managed to get
people to fight for the
other two and use the

3rd floor as a free hotel
for the night, for those
interested.... Some epic
and fun fights as well as

the usual development of
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my and the players skills.
After 4 battles this

session we are much
faster than our first

session. We also
managed to make the

main groups bigger, and
the 4th group a little
smaller. Somehow we
managed to keep it

pretty even and even
improved our team skills.

Some of the new
additions are now
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fighting better in the
group in the back. We

also managed to get the
damage system a little
more, and the game

more stable. However,
the fun part is still the
passing around and

having fun. I can hear the
future of the FEX now

starting to taper off. The
last of the real fighters

are talking about retiring
for good.. J 6d1f23a050
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